1 Corinthians 13:9 For we know in part, and we prophesy in part.
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tcq (qa-tzat) end, a part. It
indicates a share or part of a larger
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Dan 2:42, “(a part) of the whole of
the kingdom,” i.e. a part of the
kingdom.
(ki) for, because

yk
[dy (ya-da) To see; and hence, to
perceive, to acquire knowledge, to
know, to be acquainted. The
signification both of seeing and
knowing. To know, to perceive, to
be aware of; by the touch, often by
the mind, and hence to understand.
To get to know, to discover,
whether by seeing, or by hearing,
to know by experience, to
experience. To know, to become
acquainted with anyone. Often
used of a man knowing a woman.
To know, to be acquainted with
anyone, to know by name, to know
face to face. To turn the mind to
something, to care for, to see
about.
( ) and
in

w>

tcq (qa-tzat) end, a part. It
indicates a share or part of a larger
whole.
Dan 2:42, “(a part) of the whole of
the kingdom,” i.e. a part of the
kingdom.
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Heb #
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Meaning (Gesenius)

abn

Root {
(na-va)/5012} To cause
to bubble up, hence to pour forth
words abundantly, as is done by
those who speak with ardor or
divine emotion of mind. To shew, to
declare, i.q. specially used of a
prophet, who reveals or declares
the words of God to men.

TRANSLATION

For we see, perceive, acquire knowledge and are acquainted by
touch, by sight and by hearing; we understand through discovery and
experience only a small part taken from the whole, and we prophesy
only a small part taken from the whole.
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